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Abstract: In this work, we report the synthesis and the electronic properties of the unique highly conjugated
molecular wires trans-[Cl-(dppe)2RudCdCd(Ph)C-CHd(CH3)C-CtC-(X)2Ru-CtC-C(CH3)dCH-
C(Ph)dCdCdRu(dppe)2Cl]n+ (n ) 2, X ) dppe ([3a](OTf)2) and dppm ([3b](OTf)2) with three similar metal
centers spanned by two odd-numbered unsaturated C7 chains providing a 28 Å long conjugated path and
displaying five well-separated redox states (n ) 0-4). Successive one-electron transfer steps were studied
by means of cyclic voltammetry, EPR and UV-vis-NIR-IR spectroelectrochemistry. The electronic and
physical properties of the different states were further rationalized with the help of DFT-based calculations.
Upon one-electron reduction (n ) 1), the single electron is delocalized over the two carbon chains through
the central metal atom to an extent driven by the rotations within and between the chains. The second
reduction (n ) 0) involves the whole carbon-rich conjugated path of the molecule in a spin polarized scheme:
one electron is delocalized over each chain, and the two electrons are antiferromagnetically coupled with
a coupling on the order of kT. Interestingly, oxidation processes strongly involve both the metal atoms and
the bridging ligands. The combined investigations reveal that the mono-oxidized system (n ) 3) presents
a spin density uniformly distributed between the metal atoms and the carbon atoms of the chains, whereas
in the second oxidation state (n ) 4) the compounds show a strong antiferromagnetic coupling on the
order of 4 kT between the two single electrons localized in two distinct delocalized spin orbitals implying
all the carbon atoms of the bridges and the three metal atoms. Thus, for the first time, electronic
communication was fully evidenced and tuned in homonuclear trimetallic oligomeric carbon-rich systems
in either an oxidation or a reduction process.

Introduction

Identification and control of the influencing factors for
electron transfer over nanometric distances will be a decisive
achievement for the fundamental understanding of the processes
and therefore for the design of molecular-scale electronic devices
such as molecular wires.1,2 For this purpose, redox-active metal
complexes including a bridging ligand between the redox centers

are particularly suitable as they afford stable delocalized mixed-
valence (MV) states at low potential, under carefully controlled
conditions, and electronic communication can be easily assessed
from common spectroscopic studies.3,4

Noteworthy, the huge flexibility of metal complexes can lead
to a wide range of arrangements in order to induce peculiar
chemical and physical properties in the system. So far, dinuclear
complexes are among the most thoroughly investigated.3-10

Electronic cooperation was also established in some complexes
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with more than two redox centers11 such as star-shaped,12

square, or triangle13,14 metallamacrocyclic complexes. The
elucidation of the fundamental processes in linear trinuclear
complexes should provide the link between binuclear systems
and metallo supramolecular oligomeric systems to devices, as
linear molecules represent the majority of active materials used
in molecular electronics and ultimately could find applications
in molecular devices.2,10c If significant remote metal-metal
interactions in trimetallic complexes involving pyrazine15 or
phenantrolynopyrazine ligands16 have been addressed, as well
as in assemblies involving the short cyanide bridge17 or
ferrocene,18 nonaromatic longer bridges giving rise to strong
electronic coupling are needed to engender electronic delocal-
ization over long length scale.

Transition metal complexes containing σ-polyynyl ligands of
various lengths constitute a particularly attractive class of
candidates for molecular wires as they favor very efficient
electronic delocalization between two metallic centers in MV
complexes by matching the energy of the metal-based orbitals
with appropriate bridging ligand orbitals.6-10 The synthesis of
linear conjugated monodisperse complexes with more than two
metal sites should thus lead to long and efficient wires in which
the metal can operate as a connector. Placing equivalent redox
sites as end-cap such as ferrocene has been used to evaluate
whether intramolecular electronic communication occurs through
a metal-containing fragment.19,20 We and others have demon-
strated the exceptional ability of the ruthenium atom to operate
as a connector allowing electron flow to occur between different
elements in carbon-rich systems, providing validation of the
proposal to realize oligomeric molecular wires of precisely
controlled lengths using ruthenium.20,21 Surprisingly, experi-
mental studies on fully organometallic carbon-rich systems with
more than two identical redox-active metal fragments remain
particularlyscarce,probablyforsyntheticreasons,andlimited.10d,22

The degree to which the process is influenced by nuclearity and
geometry in such systems is not clear owing to the presence of
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multiple electronically coupled metals and to the involvement
of the bridging ligands in the redox processes, which complicates
the analysis.

In the light of these observations and on the basis of our
earlier studies using the fragment [RuCl(dppe)2]+ (dppe ) 1,2-
bis(diphenylphosphino)ethane), which provides stable redox
systems8-10,21-23 and especially the one dealing with the
electron transfer across original W-shaped C7 carbon-rich
bridges trans-[Cl(dppe)2Ru-CtC-C(CH3)dC(R1)-C(R2)d
CdCdRu(dppe)2Cl](BF4) (R1 ) Me, Ph, R2 ) H, Me),9c we
decided to realize molecular wires with more than two metal
centers using the Ru(dppe)2 fragment. Such compounds will
allow answering the fascinating question of whether these large
size carbon-rich spacers can facilitate electron transfer over more

than two metal centers of the same type, a priori preventing
single electron trapping on one part of the structure. Herein,
we report for the first time a complete study including (i) the
synthesis of innovative highly conjugated complexes with three
similar metal centers spanned by two odd-numbered C7 π-con-
jugated chains and displaying well-separated redox processes
and (ii) the complete studies of the different oxidation states
using a combination of spectroscopic (UV-vis-NIR-IR and
EPR) and theoretical techniques. In particular, careful EPR
spectroscopy experiments and DFT calculations, unprecedented
for such extended systems, turned out to be particularly valuable
tools. As a result, we could provide a picture of electronic
communication along these 28 Å long molecular wires. We
illustrate the remarkable alternatives observed in different
oxidation and reduction processes, owing to a remarkable
behavior involving the metal centers and the non-innocent
carbon-rich ligands as parts of the redox system. The original
topology of these molecules, enforced by the limited available
(bimetallic)complexesincludingodd-numberedcarbonchains,24-27

was recently highlighted in a preliminary report.28

Results and Discussion

Synthesis of the Complexes. We previously found that the
deprotonable ruthenium allenylidene complexes of the type
trans-[(dppe)2(Cl)RudCdCdC(CH2R1)R2](BF4) react with the
neutral diynyl compound trans-[Cl(dppe)2Ru-(CtC)2-SiMe3]
to lead to stable dark green crystals of trans-[Cl(dppe)2Ru-
CtC-C(CH3)dC(R1)-C(R2)dCdCdRu(dppe)2Cl](BF4) (R1

) Me, Ph, R2 ) H, Me).9c In order to obtain the set of the
trimetallic complexes [3a-e](OTf)2 bearing dppe and/or dppm
diphosphine ligands (dppm )1,2-bis(diphenylphosphino)methane),
we attempted the same type of reaction from the trans bis-diyne
complexes 1a,b and from 2 equiv of a metal allenylidene
[2a-c](OTf) (Scheme 1). Slow addition over a period of several
days led to clean stable blue-green solids of triruthenium
complexes only in the cases of [3a,b](OTf)2 in 52% and 57%
yield, respectively. For reasons that are still unclear so far, the
reactions leading to [3c-e](OTf)2 proceeded in very low yields.
Those three compounds were unambiguously indentified from
HR-MS and 31P NMR spectroscopies but could not be separated
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from the reaction mixture. Therefore, we chose to concentrate
our efforts only on [3a,b](OTf)2. As characteristic features for
[3a](OTf)2 as an example, the 1H NMR spectrum presents one
single signal for the methyl groups and one for the protons on
the two chains at δ ) 0.89 and 5.76 ppm, respectively,
characteristic of a symmetrical structure. The 31P NMR analysis
shows one singlet for the four equivalent phosphorus atoms of
the central metal unit in trans arrangement (δ ) 51.6 ppm) and
another singlet for those of the two identical remote metallic
centers (δ ) 44.9 ppm). These signals are respectively closer
to those of the bis-acetylide and of the allenylidene precursors
than those of the bimetallic analogue [Cl(dppe)2Ru-CtC-
C(CH3)dCH-C(Ph)dCdCdRu(dppe)2Cl](OTf) [4](OTf).9c

The13C NMR spectrum displays one set of seven different
signals for the seven carbon atoms of the two symmetrical
chains, assigned with the help of 2D HMBC and 2D HMQC
experiments. The CR resonance on the chain-end metal centers
(δ ) 260.6 ppm) presents a higher allenylidene character than
the two different carbenic carbons of the analogous bimetallic
C7 complex [4](OTf) displaying resonances at 230.2 and 224.0
ppm but is still upfield from that of the true allenylidene
[2a](OTf) (δ ) 310.6 ppm). The other CR resonance related to
the central metal atom presents a signal at 193.0 ppm. Both
observed signals are still downfield compared to that of 1a (δ
)131.8 ppm). Thus, NMR spectroscopies evidence a strong
conjugation along the two identical carbon chains but, in contrast
with [4](OTf), with a stronger weight for the mesomeric form
displayed in Scheme 1 over the others (see Supporting Informa-
tion). Not surprisingly, the cumulenic forms on the outside

phenyl moieties are more favorable than those on the methyl.
It is worth noting that this stabilization seems to be crucial as
no compound without a pendant phenyl group on the chains
could be obtained, as was the case with bimetallic analogues.

A further 2D NOESY experiment performed on [3a](OTf)2

allows the observation of two correlation peaks involving the
ortho hydrogen atoms on the chain phenyl group with (i) the
proton on the tertiary carbon atom of chain and (ii) the hydrogen
atoms of the methyl group. No correlation is observed between
this proton of the chains and those of the methyl group.
Therefore, these observations are also in line with a main
contribution of the mesomeric form displayed in Scheme 1 with
an allowed rotation around the bond between the carbon atom
bearing the phenyl groups and that bearing the single hydrogen
atom, and the E configuration of the double bonds. Concerning
the FTIR spectra, both compounds present an intense absorption
around ν ) 1880 cm-1 characteristic of the cumulenic character
of the chain and a weak absorption around ν ) 1990 cm-1,
according to [4](OTf).

Electrochemical Data. The redox behavior of the trimetallic
complexes [3a,b](OTf)2 was investigated by means of cyclic
voltammetry (CV) in CH2Cl2 solutions (0.2 M Bu4NPF6). The
values of the potentials for all compounds are reported in Table
1. A typical CV profile is displayed in Figure 1. Both complexes
undergo two reversible one-electron reductions and three one-
electron oxidation processes (Table 1), the first one being
reversible for both complexes. The second oxidation wave is
reversible for [3a]2+ and only partially reversible for [3b]2+;
the third one is irreversible for both complexes (not shown)
and will not be further considered. Peak separations and
comproportionation constants (Kc ) exp(∆E°F/RT)) derived
from wave separations indicate that all redox species gain
considerable thermodynamic stabilization. This might be the
result of electronic delocalization due to the nature of the
bridging ligands and of the metal centers, keeping in mind that
Kc is not a true indication of the electronic coupling strength.29

Theoretical Results. The [3a]n+ series (n ) 0-4) was
investigated theoretically by means of density functional theory
calculations (DFT). To reduce computational effort, the com-
plexes were slightly simplified by replacing the phenyl groups
of the dppe ligands by hydrogen atoms leading to diphosphi-

Scheme 1. Synthesis of the Trimetallic Complexes

Table 1. Electrochemical Data (CV) for the Trimetallic Complexesa

E° (+/0) Red2 (V) E° (2+/+) Red1 (V) Kc
b Red1/Red2 E° (3+/2+) Ox1 (V) E° (4+/3+) Ox2 (V) E° (5+/4+) Ox3 (V) Kc

b Ox1/Ox2

[3a]2+ -1.26 -1.07 1.9 × 103 0.40 0.81 1.14e 1.1 × 107

[3b]2+ -1.32 -1.13 4.1 × 103 0.34 0.82c 1.05e 1.0 × 107d

a Sample, 1 mM; Bu4NPF6 (0.2 M) in CH2Cl2; V ) 100 mV · s-1; Potential are reported in volts vs the ferrocene/ferrocenium couple as an internal
standard. Reversible redox processes ∆Ep ≈ 60 mV, Ipc/Ipa ≈ 1. b Kc ) exp(∆E°F/RT), T ) 293K. c Epa of a partially reversible peak ∆Ep ≈ 90 mV, Ipc/
Ipa ≈ 0.65. d Calculated with E1/2. e Peak potential of an irreversible process.

Figure 1. CV trace obtained for [3a]2+ showing the two reduction and
first two oxidation processes; Bu4NPF6 (0.2 M) in CH2Cl2; V ) 100 mV · s-1.
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noethane ligands (dpe). Thus, the computed models are [3a-
H]n+ in the following. A full conformational analysis could not
be envisaged because of a prohibitive computational cost. The
choice of the conformation of the carbon bridges bearing three
sp2 carbon atoms was based on X-ray solid-state characteriza-
tions and on theoretical results previously obtained on the parent
bimetallic complexes.9c In this earlier study, it was found that
(i) the electronic structures were not notably affected by changes
in the conformation of the carbon bridges,30 (ii) the “W” shape
of the bridge is one of the most stable, and (iii) the dipole
moment of the latter is the highest of the series. Thus, it was
concluded that the “W” shape should be one of the major
conformations existing in polar solution. The “W” shape of the
two bridges sketched in Scheme 1 was thus chosen for the
present study of [3a-H]n+ as a reference arrangement.

The main structural parameters of the resulting optimized
geometries for the “W”-shaped chains are given in Table 2, and
additional data are given in Table S4 in Supporting Information.
They are compared to equivalent values of the related bimetallic
systems [4-H]n+ since no experimental X-ray characterization
is available in the trimetallic series. Both external conjugated
chains (C1

(′), C2
(′), C3

(′), see Chart 1) present metrical data very
close to the distances calculated for the bimetallic parent [4-H]+.
In full agreement with the NMR data, their structural arrange-
ments present a more important allenylidene character than the
two inner parts linked to the middle ruthenium atom (C7

(′), C6
(′),

C5
(′)). Indeed, the average Ru-C bond in [3a-H]n+ is 1.970 Å

for the external ruthenium atoms, whereas it is calculated to be
of 2.071 Å for the central ruthenium atom. The C-C bond
lengths reveal also the increased allenylidene character of the
outer part of the molecule. It has to be noted that the two chains
are almost structurally identical.

The electronic structure of [3a-H]2+ is described in Figure 2.
At first sight, it can be described as a doubling of the elec-
tronic structure of the bimetallic [4a-H]+.9c The HOMO-LUMO
energy gap is large (1.29 eV). The first two LUMOs are well
separated from the rest of the virtual orbitals by 1.15 eV. They
can be depicted as the in-phase and out-of-phase combination
of the LUMO of [4a-H]+ (see Figure 2). The eight highest
HOMOs can be similarly deduced for the four highest HOMOs
of [4a-H]+. They are delocalized over the conjugated skeleton,
presenting an antibonding ruthenium-carbon and ruthenium-
chlorine character. They are more confined on the external part
of the molecule. On the contrary, the HOMO-4 and HOMO-5
are more localized on the central C6C7-Rub-C7′C6′ chain.

Before we discuss the general trends occurring upon the
oxidation and reduction processes, it is worth mentioning that
the di-oxidized and di-reduced systems, [3a-H]4+ and [3a-H],
can be found as triplet or singlet spin state compounds. Both
were considered in the calculations. Taking into account the
level of theory and of modeling, the differences in energy
between the spin states can only be considered as approximate.
The singlet state can be either a “conventional” closed-shell
system with all electrons paired or a diradical one with the two
magnetic electrons in distinct spin orbitals, antiferromagnetically
coupled. The broken symmetry (BS)31 density functional
approach was shown to be efficient in evaluating the energy of
the antiferromagnetic diradicalar singlet.32 In both cases, [3a-
H]4+ and [3a-H], the BS singlet state was calculated to be lower
in energy than the triplet state by 0.10 and 0.03 eV, respectively.
The closed-shell structure is much higher in energy for [3a-H]
(+0.24 eV).33 In order to evaluate the magnetic coupling
constant of [3a-H] and [3a-H]4+, the procedure of Ruiz and
colleagues was employed (see Computational Details).34 The(29) (a) Barrière, F.; Camire, N.; Geiger, W. E.; Mueller-Westerhoff, U. T.;

Sanders, R. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2002, 124, 7262–7263. (b) Lapinte, C.
J. Organomet. Chem. 2008, 693, 793–801.

(30) With selected forms I, II, and III from Scheme S2 with X ) Cl. Form
IV is unstable for steric reasons.

(31) Noodleman, L. J. Chem. Phys. 1981, 74, 5737–5743.
(32) The best-suited methods (CASSCF or CI) for such calculations are still

nowadays unaffordable in terms of computing time and memory.

Table 2. Pertinent Optimized Bond Lengths (Å) and Angles (deg) for the Modeled Complexes of [3a-H]n+, (n ) 0-4)a

compd
Rua-Cl
Rua′-Cl

Rua-P
Rua′-P

Rua-C1

Rua′-C1′
C1-C2

C1′-C2′
C2-C3

C2′-C3′
C3-C4

C3′-C4′
C4-C5

C4′-C5′
C5-C6

C5′-C6′
C6-C7

C6′-C7′
C7-Rub

C7′-Rub Rub-P CMe-C5-C5′-CMe′

[3a-H]0/S 2.566 2.352 2.035 1.245 1.410 1.404 1.408 1.400 1.249 2.085 2.351 -50.6
2.571 2.351 2.038 1.244 1.416 1.412 1.412 1.403 1.248 2.082

[3a-H]0/T 2.566 2.351 2.037 1.245 1.410 1.407 1.409 1.407 1.246 2.100 2.347 -66.7
2.570 2.351 2.039 1.244 1.414 1.417 1.403 1.410 1.244 2.096

[3a-H]0/BS 2.566 2.351 2.037 1.245 1.410 1.407 1.409 1.406 1.246 2.100 2.347 -67.6
2.568 2.351 2.039 1.244 1.415 1.418 1.403 1.410 1.245 2.096

[3a-H]+ 2.542 2.364 2.001 1.251 1.397 1.409 1.407 1.401 1.247 2.080 2.358 -101.7
2.546 2.360 2.009 1.248 1.399 1.418 1.402 1.403 1.246 2.081

[3a-H]2+ 2.522 2.378 1.970 1.258 1.381 1.417 1.402 1.399 1.247 2.072 2.370 -61.5
2.532 2.375 1.974 1.256 1.386 1.400 1.400 1.400 1.247 2.070

[3a-H]3+ 2.500 2.397 1.952 1.263 1.383 1.421 1.403 1.398 1.249 2.061 2.383 -76.3
2.503 2.394 1.957 1.262 1.386 1.426 1.403 1.398 1.250 2.058

[3a-H]4+/T 2.454 2.421 1.938 1.270 1.383 1.407 1.410 1.392 1.252 2.059 2.393 -67.7
2.469 2.4 14 1.950 1.268 1.390 1.421 1.412 1.393 1.253 2.045

[3a-H]4+/BS 2.459 2.420 1.935 1.271 1.383 1.406 1.412 1.391 1.252 2.058 2.392 -71.9
2.473 2.419 1.949 1.267 1.390 1.425 1.409 1.385 1.253 2.051

[4-H]0 2.564 2.348 2.039 1.245 1.412 1.412 1.405 1.411 1.244 2.034 2.354
[4-H]+ 2.531 2.365 1.989 1.253 1.392 1.408 1.412 1.390 1.253 1.983 2.368
[4-H]2+ 2.489 2.405 1.960 1.261 1.388 1.421 1.415 1.390 1.260 1.961 2.402

a See Chart 1 for atom labeling. T ) triplet spin state; BS ) broken symmetry singlet spin state; S ) diamagnetic singlet spin state. Corresponding
calculated distances for [Cl(dpe)2Ru-CtC-C(CH3)dCH-C(Ph)dCdCdRu(dpe)2Cl]n+ [4-H]n+ from ref 9c are given for comparison (n ) 0-2).

Chart 1
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calculated coupling Jab is antiferromagnetic in each case and is
calculated to be -0.022 eV for [3a-H] and -0.103 eV for [3a-
H]4+.

Concerning the two oxidation processes (n ) 3, 4), they can
be described roughly as the removal of electrons of the highest
occupied molecular orbitals (HOMOs), inducing electronic and
geometrical rearrangements. The main structural changes are
observed in the distances between the external ruthenium atoms
and their surrounding ligands. The Rua(′)-Cl and Rua(′)-C1

(′)
bonds are shortened by roughly 0.03 and 0.01 Å upon one-
electron oxidation, whereas the Rua(′)-P distances are length-
ened by 0.02 Å. The central ruthenium atom is similarly affected
but to a lesser extent (see Table 2). The changes calculated in
the conjugated carbon bridges, even though they are small (less
than 0.01 Å),35 illustrate an evolution to a more cumulenic
structure of the external parts, the central part being marginally
affected upon oxidation. Upon reduction of [3a-H]2+, the main
geometrical rearrangements occur on the ClRua(′)(dpe)C1

(′)d
C2

(′)dC3
(′)(Ph) motifs, the rest of the molecule being much less

affected. The two first LUMOs of [3a]2+ are essentially
nonbonding between the carbon atoms of the conjugated path,

the C-C distances are thus hardly affected upon reduction. The
main change in the carbon chains is a lengthening of ca. 0.01
Å for C2

(′)-C3
(′) after the first and the second one-electron

reductions.
The spin densities of [3a-H]n+ (n ) 0, 1, 3, 4) in a geometry

with “W”-shaped chains are given in Table 3 and sketched in
Figure 3. Overall, the unpaired electrons in the oxidized species
are equally spread out over the ruthenium atoms and the carbon
atoms of the conjugated path in that configuration. A noticeable
atomic spin density is found on the terminal chlorine atoms.
The reduced radical species present a strongly polarized spin
density quasi-exclusively localized on the carbon atoms of the
conjugated skeleton. The positive atomic spin density is mainly
found on C1

(′), C3
(′), C5

(′), and C7
(′) (see Figure 3).

Several starting structural arrangements and guess densities
were tested in order to evaluate the capacity of localization of
the unpaired electron in monoreduced species [3a-H]+. In each
system considered, an asymmetrical guess density was chosen
in order to allow the localization of the unpaired electron on
one of the halves of the molecule. The geometrical arrangements
investigated were carefully chosen on the basis of the previous
theoretical study performed on [4a-H]+ and on the basis of the
experimental data. NMR results suggest for [3a](OTf)2 that a
free rotation is allowed around the C(H)-C(Ph) bonds of the
conjugated bridge. Accordingly, our theoretical investigations
on [3a-H]+ show that while a rotation around the C(Me)-C(H)
bond is too energetically demanding to occur (0.79 eV), a
rotation around the C(H)-C(Ph) bond costs only 0.26 eV in

(33) In the case of [3a-H]4+, the closed shell singlet state was not obtained
due to SCF convergence problems. Most probably, this system would
be much higher in energy than the BS and T states as found for [3a-
H]0.

(34) Ruiz, E.; Alvarez, S.; Cano, J.; Polo, V. J. Chem. Phys. 2005, 123,
164110.

(35) These differences in the distances are larger than the optimization
criteria.

Figure 2. Molecular orbital diagram of [3a-H]2+ in its optimized geometry with “W”-shaped chains. Iso-contours of the plotted orbitals ) (0.025 (e ·bohr-3)1/2.
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vacuum (see Supporting Information). Thus, the optimization
of this rotation leads to a cationic structure that corresponds to
a conformation in which a rotation of nearly 90° is found along
the C3′-C4′ bond, whereas it is of 0° in the arrangements with
“W”-shaped chains. This arrangement leads to a partial localiza-
tion of the unpaired electron on the C1′ and C3′ of 0.23 and
0.38, respectively, the rest of the spin density being found on
the other (planar) carbon chain, and the central ruthenium atom
has a slightly unsymmetrical arrangement (Ru-C1 ) 2.069 Å;
Ru-C1′ ) 2.104 Å).

A similar study was performed on the tricationic (singly
oxidized) system [3a-H]3+. The optimized geometry shows a
torsion angle C5′-C4′-C3′-C(Ph) of nearly 40°. The geo-
metrical data are not drastically modified compared to the
structure with “W”-shaped chains. The spin density is only
slightly modified with a repartition of 0.18 (vs 0.19), 0.13 (vs

0.08), and 0.15 (vs 0.20) electrons on the Rua, Rub, and Rua′
atoms, respectively. Two other structural modifications were
evaluated: the rotation of each Ru(dpe)2 unit and the rotation
of each “W” chain with respect to the other, starting from a
geometry in which one chain has the same geometry as [3a-
H]2+ and the other one that of [3a-H]0/T or [3a-H]4+/T. In the
case of the monoreduced system [3a-H]+, the spin density
between the two chains can be rendered asymmetric up to
roughly 20% (see Supporting Information). This conformation,
slightly higher in energy than the fully delocalized ones,
corresponds to a structure in which the chains are not equivalent,
with on one hand the structural arrangement of the dicationic
optimized geometry and on the other hand the one of the neutral
high spin system, the two planes of the chain forming an angle
of nearly 90°. On the other hand, in the case of the mono-
oxidized system, the distances and spin density are hardly

Table 3. Atomic Mulliken Spin Densities Calculated for the Modeled Complexes of [3a-H]n+, for n ) 0, 1, 3, 4a

compd
Cl
Cl′

Rua

Rua′
C1

C1′
C2

C2′
C3

C3′
C4

C4′
C5

C5′
C6

C6′
C7

C7′ Rub

[3a-H]0/T -0.00 +0.03 +0.25 -0.09 +0.37 -0.14 +0.37 -0.09 +0.27 +0.03
-0.00 +0.03 +0.25 -0.09 +0.36 -0.13 +0.33 -0.07 +0.23

[3a-H]0/BS -0.00 +0.03 +0.25 -0.09 +0.36 -0.14 +0.37 -0.11 +0.27 +0.00
+0.00 -0.03 -0.24 +0.08 -0.35 +0.13 -0.32 +0.09 -0.24

[3a-H]+ +0.00 +0.02 +0.13 -0.04 +0.18 -0.07 +0.19 -0.05 +0.13 +0.01
+0.00 +0.02 +0.13 -0.04 +0.18 -0.07 +0.16 -0.04 +0.11

[3a-H]3+ +0.07 +0.18 +0.00 +0.13 -0.02 +0.04 -0.01 +0.05 +0.00 +0.10
+0.06 +0.18 +0.00 +0.13 -0.03 +0.06 -0.02 +0.06 +0.01

[3a-H]4+/T +0.16 +0.39 +0.02 +0.28 -0.04 +0.03 -0.02 +0.06 -0.01 -0.14
+0.14 +0.38 +0.00 +0.26 -0.06 +0.12 -0.03 +0.01 +0.02

[3a-H]4+/BS +0.15 +0.39 +0.02 +0.29 -0.03 +0.00 -0.00 -0.02 +0.00 -0.08
-0.12 -0.35 -0.00 -0.24 +0.05 -0.10 +0.02 -0.06 -0.02

a See Chart 1 for atom labeling. T ) triplet spin state; BS ) broken symmetry singlet spin state.

Figure 3. Spin densities calculated for the model complexes of [3a-H]n+, for n ) 0, 1, 3, 4. See Chart 1 for atom labeling. T ) triplet spin state; BS )
broken symmetry singlet spin state. Iso-contours ) (0.0025 e ·bohr-3.
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affected and stay roughly symmetrical upon rotations. Neverthe-
less, the total energy changes within a range of (0.35 eV.
Although it was not possible to consider exhaustively all possible
rotamers because of computational cost, these results strongly
suggest that a localized structure is less favorable in the reduced
species and unlikely in the oxidized one.

Finally, time-dependent DFT (TD-DFT) calculations were
performed on [3a-H]2+ in three different structural arrangements
(see Table S5 and Figure S15 in Supporting Information). Each
arrangement leads to distinct absorption spectra. The experi-
mental measurements (Vide infra) can thus be seen as the
superposition of individual geometrical structures. Indeed, the
oscillator strengths are calculated to be actually different
depending on the structural arrangement for symmetry reasons.
A global description can nevertheless be drawn. Excitations
between 900 and 500 nm are described as combinations of
transitions between orbitals from the HOMO-5/HOMO block
to the LUMO and LUMO+1 orbitals. The experimental
absorption band found at low energy (Figure 4) can thus be
described as a ClRu(d)-bridge(π) to bridge(π*) charge transfer.
On the other hand, the band at ca. 500 nm can be assigned to
a ligand to ligand charge transfer (πfπ*) mainly due to
HOMO-6/HOMO-9 to LUMO/LUMO+1 transitions. It is worth
noting that TD-DFT calculations on open shell systems are
known to lead to unphysical transitions and thus were not
handled in this system particularly sensitive to spin-contamina-
tion.36

UV-vis Spectra. As depicted in Figure 4, in addition to the
classical intense short-wavelength absorption bands originating
from the dppe/dppm ligands at high energy below 300 nm, the
deep blue-green solutions of both complexes in CH2Cl2 display
a broad band with a large extinction coefficient obviously
composed of several transitions (Table 4). As suggested by the
MO diagrams and the TD-DFT calculations detailed above, this
experimental band is in fact the result of the superposition of
the absorption of individual geometrical structures that displays
several closely related transitions with mainly a metal-to-ligand
charge transfer (MLCT) character. It is of note that they are
not influenced by the nature of the central phosphines. The
presence of a third metallic center has the effect of increasing
the absorptivity and shifting the transition to lower energy
relative to the bimetallic congener (λmax ) 764 nm, ε ) 98 000
M-1 cm-1), which is indicative of a longer conjugated path in
the ground state through the central metal atom. Accordingly,
the energy gap between the occupied orbitals and the vacant

orbitals is found smaller for the π-extended complex [3a-H]2+

(Vide supra) than for [4a-H]+ (1.3 vs 1.4 eV).
Studies of the Oxidized and Reduced Species. To collect more

detailed experimental information about oxidized and reduced
species, i.e., to assess the electronic configuration in each redox
state and therefore the electronic communication taking place
within these species, a series of spectroscopic experiments
covering the IR, NIR, visible, and UV regions of the spectrum
as well as EPR studies were performed on in situ chemically
or electrochemically generated samples.

EPR Spectroscopy. The EPR properties of the paramagnetic
trications [3a]3+ and [3b]3+ (mono oxidized species) were
obtained Via in situ electrolysis in CH2Cl2/0.1 M Bu4NPF6 at
77 K and at 4 K. Although almost isotropic at 77 K, a small
distortion of the EPR signal of [3b]3+ is observed at 4 K (Figure
5), yielding a slightly anisotropic rhombic g-tensor (Table 5).28

The EPR spectrum of [3a]3+ is almost fully isotropic and
centered at g ) 2.0047 at 77 K, while being slightly asym-
metrical and shifted to higher field with an average g-value close
to 2.001 at 4 K (see Supporting Information). It has been much
used as an empirical rule that the principal values of the g-tensor
may be considered as a qualitative estimation of the extent of
the electron over the metal and/or over the ligand upon checking
the departure from the free electron g-value.37 Accordingly,
small g anisotropy and an average <g> factor not strongly shifted
compared to the free electron g-value, ge, suggest a dominant
π-orbital character of the single electron orbital being charac-
teristic of metal stabilized but highly ligand centered paramag-
netic species. Such a behavior is observed for the whole series
of [3a]n+ and [3b]n+ derivatives, the g-tensor of both derivatives
being assessed as isotropic or slightly anisotropic for such Ru
derivative.9c,37 This is further supported by the present DFT
calculations performed for [3a-H]n+ (n ) 0-4), see Table 3,
which show the large delocalization of the spin density over
the conjugated ligand. It is worth noting that recent work38 could
give some insight in the discussion of the g-tensor of ruthenium
arylacetylide derivatives, pointing toward the fact that the
anisotropy of the g-tensor cannot solely account for the detailed
spin distribution over the molecule. This is shown in the present
work, since calculated Ru spin densities emphasize the increas-
ing role of the side Rua(′) atoms with respect to the central Rub

atom when going from n ) 1 to 4, whereas the EPR g-tensor
does not show sensitivity to such a spin distribution.39

Setting the oxidation potential to the second peak of the CV
and cooling the solution to 4 K yielded a weak EPR signal for
[3a]4+ and [3b]4+, the features of which are very similar to those
observed for [3a]3+ and [3b]3+ (Figure S1 in Supporting
Information). The temperature dependence of the EPR response
was investigated between 4 and 100 K. Since the shape of the
signal does not change with temperature, the EPR susceptibility
is estimated by the peak-to-peak amplitude, App, of the EPR

(36) Casida, M. E.; Ipatov, A.; Cordova, F. In Time-Dependent Density
Functional Theory; Marques, M. A. L., Ullrich, C., Nogueira, F.,
Rubio, A., Gross, E. K. U. Eds.; Springer: Berlin, 2006.

(37) (a) Kaim, W.; Ernst, S.; Kasack, V. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1990, 112,
173–178. (b) Kasack, V.; Kaim, W.; Binder, H.; Jordanov, J.; Roth,
E. Inorg. Chem. 1995, 34, 1924–1933. (c) Patra, S.; Sarkar, B.;
Ghumaan, S; Fiedler, J.; Kaim, W.; Lahiri, G. K. Dalton Trans. 2004,
754–758.

(38) Gauthier, N.; Tchouar, N.; Justaud, F.; Argouarch, G.; Cifuentes, M. P.;
Toupet, L.; Touchard, D.; Halet, J.-F.; Rigaut, S.; Humphrey, M. G.;
Costuas, K.; Paul, F. Organometallics 2009, 28, 2253–2266.

(39) A possible explanation is that the experimental g-tensor obviously does
not probe separately the spin-orbit contribution of the three Ru atoms
and the all conformations. The EPR response averages these contribu-
tions over the whole molecule, and the dominant mechanism is the
delocalization leaving the average g-tensor almost isotropic and close
to g ) 2.

Figure 4. Electronic absorption spectra for [3a](OTf)2 (solid) and
[3b](OTf)2 (dashed) in CH2Cl2.
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signal (first derivative of the absorption). The plot of the
reciprocal EPR susceptibility vs temperature roughly affords a
Curie-like behavior (see Supporting Information). Therefore, it
is suggested that the two-electron oxidation of both compounds
is EPR-silent, and the observed noisy spectra (Figure S1)
correspond to a small fraction of the singly oxidized compounds.
This is most probably caused by a singlet-triplet gap ∆ES-T

much larger than kT, so that the monocation is solely observed
as a doublet spin impurity. This is corroborated by the DFT
calculations of the S/T gap assessing the value of a few kT for
[3a-H]4+ with the BS singlet state being the ground state.
Accordingly, no detectable EPR signal is expected below ca.
100 K for an S/T gap larger than, e.g., 4 kT. This is in line
with the conclusions drawn for bis-ruthenium dicationic deriva-
tives involving cumulenic resonance.40

As the electrolytic route ends up with a poor S/N ratio, the
addition of successive electrons was achieved by reduction on
a potassium mirror. This was performed, while checking online
the EPR and UV-vis absorption spectra of the solution (Vide
infra). After a short contact with the potassium mirror, an EPR

spectrum is observed at room temperature that consists of a
single line (∆Hpp ) 20 G and g ) 2.0040 for [3a]+ and ∆Hpp)
15 G and g ) 2.0060 for [3b]+) without hyperfine structure
(Figure 6).

The frozen solution shows EPR features quite identical for
both complexes and the related anisotropic g-values (<g> )
2.0050) are consistent with a ligand centered paramagnetic
species (see Supporting Information). The first reduction of the
complexes leads to the same EPR spectra at 4 K as those
observed after electrolysis generation. It has been checked that
the intensity of the EPR signal decreases as the temperature
increases, as expected for a Curie law with doublet (S ) 1/2)
spins.

When extending the contact of the solution with the potassium
mirror, the UV-vis spectrum of the solution confirms the
obtaining of the neutral species 3a and 3b. Whereas at room
temperature the EPR spectrum of 3a exhibits an almost
symmetrical single line (∆Hpp ) 13.8 G), 3b shows some
resolved splitting attributed to hyperfine couplings, and it is
centered at g ) 2.0085 with a similar spectral width (Figure
7). However, because of the lack of well resolved structure of
the recorded spectrum that implies hidden information, it was
not possible to assign the observed couplings. For instance, at
least two sets with different numbers of nuclei and hfcc’s could
reproduce the experimental EPR spectra (see Supporting
Information). None of these possible sets can be reasonably
related to previous assignments for a related bimetallic Ru-based
monoradical [4a]•.9c,41 Last, attempts to perform ENDOR
experiments have failed.

In frozen solution, the EPR spectra of 3a and of 3b are very
similar, with a single and slightly distorted line (see Supporting

(40) (a) Bruce, M. I.; Elis, B. G.; Low, P. J.; Skelton, B. W.; White, A. H.
Organometallic 2003, 22, 3184–3198. (b) Bruce, M. I.; Costuas, K.;
Davin, T.; Ellis, B. G.; Halet, J.-F.; Lapinte, C.; Low, P. J.; Smith,
M. E.; Skelton, B. W.; Toupet, L.; White, A. H. Organometallic 2005,
24, 3864–3881.

Table 4. UV-vis and NIR Data for [3a,b]n+ (n ) 0-4) in CH2Cl2

UV-visa NIRa

λmax, nm (ε, mol-1 · L · cm-1) λmax, nm/νmax, cm-1 (ε, mol-1 · L · cm-1) ∆ν1/2, cm-1 ∆ν1/2 (calcd)b, cm-1

[3a]4+ 798 (40 200), 656 (41 700) 1728/5787 (5860) 2560
[3a]3+ 800 (126 000), 682 (sh), 506 (22 300) 1378/7257 (3850) 3380
[3a]2+ 802 (147 000), 682 (sh), 504 (20 100)
[3a]+ 800 (40 300), 960 (10 300) 2630/3800 (4400) 3070 2962
3a broad in all of the vis range (∼25 000)
[3b]4+ 800 (55 000), 682 (37 600) 1656/6040 (6590) 2300
[3b]3+ 800 (122 000), 688 (sh), 496 (14 600) 1300/7788 (995) 3640
[3b]2+ 800 (130 000), 688 (sh), 498 (13 600)
[3b]+ 780 (61 000), 948 (11 300) ca. 2500/4000 (5000) br. ca. 3500 ca. 3000
3b broad in all of the vis range (∼25 000)

a In CH2Cl2. b Calculated from ∆ν1/2 ) (2310νmax)1/2 for symmetrical systems.

Figure 5. First derivative EPR spectra recorded at 77 K (dashed line) and
at 4 K (solid line) in CH2Cl2 frozen solution for [3a]3+ (left) and [3b]3+

(right).

Table 5. g-Tensors of the Different Ionic Species Generated
through Electrolysis Experiments and Potassium Mirror Reduction
Experiments at 4 Ka

g1 g2 g3 giso

[3a]3+ 2.0047b

[3b]3+ 2.0265b 2.016b 2.0015b <2.0147>
[3a]+ 2.004c

[3b]+ 2.006c

3a 2.0052c

3b 2.0085c

a The giso value is given at room temperature for 3a and 3b, and at 4
K for other ions. Value within brackets corresponds to the average of
the principal values of the g-tensor at 4 K. b Electrolysis experiments.
c Potassium mirror reduction experiments.

Figure 6. EPR spectra in THF solution and at room temperature of the
monocations (a) [3a]+ and (b) [3b]+.
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Information). Although rather weak signals were obtained,
especially in the case of 3a, their temperature dependence has
been estimated in an attempt to get the magnetic ground state
of these neutral species. It is depicted by the �T plot of the
EPR intensity represented by AppT vs T (Figure 8). The
generation of the neutral species is corroborated by the fact that
the EPR intensity no longer obeys a Curie law, since it obviously
decreases as the temperature decreases, thus pointing toward a
diamagnetic singlet (S ) 0) ground state. Despite the large
uncertainties, the thermal magnetic behavior may be ap-
proximated by the expected Bleaney-Bowers law for singlet-
triplet equilibrium (�T )(3C)/(3 + exp(- ∆EST/kT))), with ∆EST

the singlet-triplet gap, and C the Curie constant for two doublet
spins. It is concluded that (i) the two derivatives have a similar
behavior, and (ii) the singlet-triplet gap is of the order of room
temperature, in very good agreement with the DFT calculations
yielding an S/T gap of the order of kT for 3a-H, i.e., 0.255 eV,
and pointing to a diradicaloı̈d character

To conclude this section, it is interesting to note that the
g-tensor in [3a]n+ is almost fully isotropic, whereas that of [3b]n+

is found to be anisotropic, the difference between the two
systems being the chelating phosphines on the central Ru atom
(dppe vs dppm, respectively). This slight difference is not
unexpected since a change in the bite angle of the diphosphine
ligands generates a different degeneracy splitting in the pseudo-
t2g set of orbitals, the latter being directly correlated to the EPR
anisotropy.38 It is worth emphasizing the sensitivity of EPR to

probe quite slight modifications of the electronic distribution
between two closely related molecules.

UV-vis/NIR/IR Spectroelectrochemical Experiments. The
optical properties of [3a,b]n+ (n ) 0-4) were investigated by
means of UV-vis/NIR spectroelectrochemistry in an OTTLE
cell. Both species show similar behaviors (Table 4). As an
example, upon the first one-electron reduction of [3a]2+ to [3a]+,
the intense absorption decreases and shifts to slightly higher
energy (Figure 9, for [3b]n+ see Supporting Information).42 Upon
further reduction to 3a, the discoloration of the mixture and
thus the vanishing of the intense visible bands were observed
as was the case with the bimetallic analogues. A simplistic
speculative explanation based on the hypothesis of small
geometrical and electronic relaxations is that these observations
would result from the sequential additions of electrons in the
π* orbitals of the conjugated ligand and thus in a decrease of
the transition probabilities from deeper levels (Figure S15 in
Supporting Information). Upon the first one-electron reduction,
a new broad band shows up in the NIR region (Figure 10) and
collapses on further reduction to 3a. IR monitoring of the first
reduction of [3a]2+ ([3b]2+) to [3a]+ ([3b]+) shows the vanishing
of the vibration of [3a]2+ ([3b]2+) at 1990 cm-1 (1994 cm-1),
a slight shift of the characteristic vibration stretch from 1880
cm-1 (1890 cm-1) to 1902 cm-1 (1913 cm-1), and a new broad
band between 1850 and 1700 cm-1 centered at 1794 cm-1 (1805
cm-1) (Figure 11). Further vanishing of all bands is observed

(41) Note that this compound may be considered as a fragment, being half
of 3b bearing dppm ligands on the central ruthenium atom instead of
dppe.

(42) (a) We assume that all of the complex is reduced to [3a]+ in the
solution. Quantitative prediction leads to a theoretical composition of
98% of [3a]+ with ∆E° ) 190 mV, see ref b. (b) Connelly, N. G.;
Geiger, W. E. Chem. ReV. 1996, 96, 877–910.

Figure 7. Room temperature EPR spectrum of the neutral species THF
solutions (a) 3a and (b) 3b.

Figure 8. Temperature dependence of the product AppT for 3a (open
squares) and 3b (open circles). Values are normalized to the value at 100
K in order to compare relative values with the theoretical expectations.
The solid lines represent the theoretical Bleaney-Bowers law for a
singlet-triplet equilibrium with ∆EST/k ) 350 K (a), 300 K (b), 250 K (c),
and 200 K (d).

Figure 9. Electronic absorption spectra obtained upon the first and the
second reduction of [3a]2+ in an OTTLE cell (CH2Cl2, 0.2 M Bu4NPF6).

Figure 10. Difference spectra obtained in the NIR region for [3a]3+, [3a]4+,
and [3a]+ in CH2Cl2 (0.2 M Bu4NPF6).
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upon the second reduction. No concomitant emergence of
weaker acetylide vibration stretches around 2040 cm-1 are
observed as was the case with the bimetallic analogues.

NIR absorptions are often characteristic of mixed-valence
compounds and can provide a powerful probe of interaction.3

In the case of the first reduced species [3a]+, parameters
extraction from the NIR absorption is difficult owing to solvent
overtone. To a first approximation this band is assumed to be
Gaussian, and the maximum could be located at 3800 cm-1.
As (i) EPR spectroscopy shows that [3a]+ is consistent with
ligand-centered paramagnetic species with S ) 1/2 (Vide supra),
(ii) chain reduction was established in the bimetallic analogues,
and (iii) addition of one electron to the bis-allenylidene complex
[(Ph2CdCdCd)2Ru(dppe)2]2+ has been demonstrated to occur
on both chains,21 the present first reduction could be consistent
with a class II complex involving electron delocalization over
the two chains through the central ruthenium, as depicted in
Scheme 2. Indeed, energy, intensity, and form are consistent
with an IVCT, and Hush theory43 reveals that the calculation
∆ν1/2 ) (2310 ν)1/2 cm-1 yields ∆ν1/2 ) 2962 cm-1. Within
experimental error, this value is close to the experimental value
of ca. 3070 cm-1 (table 4). Solvent effect was investigated with
[3a]+ in acetonitrile only because of the low solubility of the
compounds (Supporting Information). Spectrum analysis reveals
that the band is shifted (by ∼500 cm-1 toward higher energy)
when the polarity of the medium increases, as expected for an
IVCT process obeying the Hush model. However, it is worth
noting that in association with the energy shift there is also an
increase of the bandwidth. Furthermore, in the case of [3b]+ in
CH2Cl2, the band shape is broader and not Gaussian (see Table
4 and Supporting Information). Thus, these observations support
the idea that the band is composed of several underlying
electronic excitations for both compounds. This is as well
supported by DFT calculations (Vide supra) that show that
different rotamers can coexist, each of them having different
absorption spectra and spin repartitions. On the one hand, partial
localization could be calculated upon rotation of the two chain
plans along the C1-Rua-C1′ axis (Vide supra), up to 20% of
extra localization on one of the two chains. Considering that
all conformations could not be investigated, the presence of
“class II” rotamers, assuming each chain as a redox center, is
then consistent with these calculations and in line with the slight
shift of the cumulenic vibration stretch to a value similar to
that of bimetallic analogues upon IR monitoring. On the other

hand, when full “class III” delocalization over the two halves
is allowed, a fact computed for a lot of configurations, this leads
to a situation comparable to that of the reduced bis-allenylidene
and to the observation of a vibration stretch around 1800 cm-1.44

In addition, the presence of different rotamers implicating the
C4(′)-C5(′) bonds (Vide supra) leads to more complicated
situations and spectral overlaps, explaining the unusually large
bandwidth of this vibration stretch. Consequently, after the first
reduction, we probably experimentally observe the superposition
of several entities in solution in which the extent of electron
delocalization on the carbon-rich conjugated pathway is driven
by the rotations within and between the chains. Thus, the relation
between the two representations of [3a,b]+ depicted in Scheme
2 can be viewed as mesomerism or equilibrium depending on
the conformation. The extent of delocalization on one chain
arbitrarily chosen as complete in this scheme would also be
conformation-dependent. Importantly, given the occurrence of
overlapping spectra and the unknown effective charge trans-
ferred, the apparent Hush parameters are not accurate.

Upon the second reduction, further vanishing of the visible,
NIR, and IR bands are consistent with the reduction of the whole
π system (Scheme 2) by comparison with reduced bimetallic
analogue.9c Furthermore, EPR spectroscopy as well as DFT
calculations suggest (i) that the two extra electrons are added
on the two conjugated carbon chains, (ii) that each chain mainly
bears one delocalized electron, and (iii) that the ground state is
a singlet spin state with those two electrons antiferromagnetically
coupled with a coupling constant on the order of kT. Thus, this
coupling implies two electrons, each of them delocalized over
several carbon atoms, involving the all conjugated path of the
molecule in a spin polarized scheme.

Electrochemical oxidations were also performed on [3a,b]2+.
One-electron oxidation also gives rise to a broad absorption band
in the NIR region of the spectrum around 1400 nm for [3a]3+

centered at 7257 cm-1 (ε ) 3850 mol-1 ·L · cm-1), a region in
which no absorption is observed for [3a]2+ (Figure 10, Table
4). Surprisingly, the broad visible absorption is barely affected,
a phenomenon already observed for related polynuclear ruthe-
nium complexes12g (Table 4, Supporting Information). This
confirms the multiple character of this band with a minor
contribution of the transitions involving the HOMO (Vide supra).
Upon the second oxidation to [3a]4+, this absorption band
decreases significantly and becomes broader. A shift of the NIR
absorption band toward lower energies (λmax ) 5787 cm-1) with
increased intensity (ε ) 5860 mol-1 ·L · cm-1) is also observed.45

Upon IR monitoring of both oxidations, the vanishing of the
chain contributions (ν )1880 and 1990 cm-1) was gradually
observed (see Supporting Information). However, the intensities
of new vibrational stretches of the bridges are apparently too
low to be observed, a fact already reported for other similar
oxidized complexes.7f,9c,46a,b Solvent effect investigations for
[3a]3/4+ reveal, in contrast to the reduction events, a very weak
shift of the NIR bands from λmax ) 1378 nm (7257 cm-1) to
1352 nm (7400 cm-1) for [3a]3+ and from λmax ) 1728 nm
(5787 cm-1) to 1712 nm (5840 cm-1) for [3a]4+ (Supporting

(43) Hush, N. S. Prog. Inorg. Chem. 1967, 8, 391–444.

(44) The reduced allenylidene [(Ph2CdCdCd)2Ru(dppe)2]+• shows a full
delocalization of the single electron over the two chains and displays
a characteristic vibration stretch at 1750 cm-1.

(45) Further oxidation to [3a]5+ leads to decomposition (irreversible
process).

(46) (a) Winter, R. F.; Hornung, F. M. Organometallics 1999, 18, 4005–
4026. (b) Winter, R. F.; Klinkhammer, K. W.; Zalis, S. Organome-
tallics 2001, 20, 1317–1333.

Figure 11. Difference spectra obtained in the IR region upon reduction of
[3a]2+ to [3a]+ in an OTTLE cell (CH2Cl2, 0.2 M Bu4NPF6).
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Information), indicating that the electronic coupling between
the redox-active centers cannot be regarded as weak (class II).

The presence of several NIR bands in the spectra of MV
complexes bearing more than two metal centers is common.
Considerable complexity may be expected in the theoretical
analysis of NIR transitions in trinuclear complexes due to the
presence of multiple electronically coupled redox centers and
to the possible presence of singlet/triplet “exciton” in addition
to spin orbit coupling.11,12c In those MV species, deconvolutions
of NIR bands usually lead to sub-bands assigned to adjacent
and remote IVCT between the metal groups depending on the
position of the oxidized center in the assembly.11,15-18 With
the present compounds this treatment is tempting as deconvo-
lutions lead to two bands for [3a,b]3+ and three bands for
[3a,b]4+ (see Supporting Information). However, their behavior
strongly contrasts with that usually observed for trimetallic
complexes with the fact that [3a]4+ presents NIR absorptions
at lower energy in comparison with those of [3a]3+, which is
not expected upon oxidation.14,16 Furthermore, the involvement
of both the metals and the chains makes the use of Hush theory
unlikely for these absorptions that are in fact not intervalence
charge transfer bands (Vide supra and Figure S15 in Supporting
Information).3b,47 Indeed, they are due to transitions between
spin orbitals, including the highest SOMOs, which are heavily
carbon rich ligand centered in a complicated orbital frontiers
manifold (high density of states with close nodal properties,
see Figure 2). Additionally, concerning the first oxidation, EPR
study also points out the fact that this process is far to be fully
metal centered and involves mainly the organic ligand(s). This
fact is also supported by theoretical calculations which suggest
implication of the two carbon-rich chains and of the three metal
atoms, and thus of the all conjugated path in the delocalization
of the single electron in [3a,b]3+ (Table 3). The data also carry
out the idea that the two oxidations are not simply the successive
oxidations of the two independent chains in [3a,b]4+. In
particular, the second oxidized species is EPR silent, suggesting
a singlet ground state with a large S/T gap. Accordingly, DFT
results indicate (i) that this state is an antiferromagnetic state,
with a coupling exchange on the order of 4 kT and (ii) that this
coupling occurs between two electrons, each of them being
delocalized over each half, implying all the carbon atoms and
metal atoms and thus the all conjugated path of the molecule.

Concluding Remarks

The reported complexes [3a,b](OTf)2 represent a new type
of redox-active homonuclear carbon-rich molecular wires bear-
ing more than two highly coupled metal centers of the same
type. Owing to a remarkable behavior involving the three metal
centers and the two non-innocent carbon-rich ligands as part of
the redox system, these arrangements give rise to a fully
delocalized extended structure in five oxidation states.

Specifically, these ruthenium complexes were found to be
stable in two reduction and two oxidation processes that can
be observed voltammetrically. The resulting states [3a,b]n+ (n
) 0-4) were characterized by UV-vis-NIR and IR spectro-
electrochemical methods and EPR spectroscopy, and their
geometries were modeled using DFT calculations. Reduction
processes affect concomitantly both carbon chains. Upon one-
electron reduction (n ) 1), the single electron is delocalized
over the two carbon chains through the central metal atom to
an extent driven by the rotations within and between the chains.
The second reduction (n ) 0) implies the all conjugated path
of the molecule in a spin polarized scheme: each chain conveys
one electron, and the two electrons are antiferromagnetically
coupled with a coupling on the order of kT. Interestingly,
oxidation processes strongly involve both the metal atoms and
the bridging ligands. The combined investigations reveal that
the mono-oxidized systems (n ) 3) presents a spin density
uniformly distributed on the metal atoms and the carbon atoms
of the chains, whereas when n ) 4, the compounds show a
strong antiferromagnetic coupling on the order of 4 kT between
the two single electron localized in two distinct delocalized spin
orbitals that present similar nodal properties, implying all the
carbon atoms of the bridges and the metal atoms. It is worth to
note that the variation of diphosphine ligands (dppe/dppm) on
the central ruthenium atom does not lead to significant differences.

In this work, EPR spectroscopy turned out to be a particularly
valuable tool, in agreement with DFT calculated spin densities;
it revealed ligand-based spins for the reduced states and a
significant participation of both the carbon-rich ligands and the
metal atoms in spin delocalization upon oxidations. They
illustrate the remarkable alternatives for intramolecular electron
delocalization and coupling.

In common bimetallic coordination complexes, oxidation or
reduction are mainly viewed as metal-centered redox processes
consisting of the addition or the removal of an electron on one
of the terminal metal atom to generate the mixed valence state,
while the bridge serves as the conduit. For several years now,
it has been well recognized that the electronic structure of the
bimetallic mixed valence compounds is highly dependent on
the bridging ligand nature and on the metallic building blocks.38

In many organometallic complexes the mixing of metal and
(47) Launay, J.-P.; Coudret, C.; Hortholary, C. J. Phys. Chem. B 2007,

111, 6788–6797.

Scheme 2. Proposed Lewis Formula for the First (top) and Second (bottom) Reduced Species of [3a,b]2+
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bridging ligand orbitals was found to involve significantly this
ligand in the redox events. Furthermore, different authors48,12e,49,50

reported bimetallic complexes with unsaturated bridges that
dominate the anodic redox processes. Thus, in those systems
(1) the presence of the metal moieties endows the oxidized or
reduced bridge with stabilities that are usually not encountered
in their purely organic counterparts, and (2) the bridge is a non-
innocent redox ligand that cannot be decoupled from the metal
in the redox processes. For the first time, we fully demonstrate
that these notions can be expanded to longer trimetallic
oligomeric carbon-rich systems, and in the present examples,
the metal atoms and the intervening bridging ligands provide a
conduit of approximately 28 Å for electron transfer and
coupling, either in an oxidation or a reduction process.51

Owing to the potential ability of this bimetallic system for
trans chlorine atom substitution with another carbon-rich chain,
it remains to be investigated whether even more extended and
complex configurations involving non-innocent bridging ligands
can be constructed.

Experimental Section

General Comments. The reactions were carried out under an
inert atmosphere using the Schlenk techniques. Solvents were
freshly distilled under argon using standard procedures. Electro-
chemical studies were carried out under argon using an Eco Chemie
Autolab PGSTAT 30 potentiostat (CH2Cl2, 0.2 M Bu4NPF6); the
working electrode was a Pt disk and ferrocene the internal reference.
[(dppe)2RuCl](OTf),52 [(dppe)2(Ru-CtC-CtC-SiMe3)2] (1a),10e

and [(dppm)2(Ru-CtC-CtC-SiMe3)2] (1b)53 were prepared as
previously reported.

Spectroelectrochemistry. UV-vis-NIR spectroelectrochem-
istry (SEC) experiments were performed at 20 °C, under argon,
with a homemade optically transparent thin-layer electrosynthetic
(OTTLE) cell, path length )1 mm, using a Varian CARY 5000
spectrometer and an EG&G PAR model 362 potentiostat. A Pt mesh
was used as the working electrode, a Pt wire as the counter
electrode, and an Ag wire as a pseudoreference electrode. The
electrodes were arranged in the cell such that the Pt mesh was in
the optical path of the quartz cell. The anhydrous freeze-pump-thaw
degassed sample-electrolyte solution (0.2 M n-Bu4NPF6) was
cannula-transferred under argon into the cell previously thoroughly
deoxygenated. Stable isosbestic points were observed during
oxidation or reduction. At the end of the experiments, the original
spectra were regenerated (ca. 75% optical yield for two successive

one-electron processes and ca. 95% for the mono-oxidations). In
every case re-reduced or re-oxidized samples displayed in the
spectral region of interest no features other than those of the parent
material. IR experiments were performed in similar conditions using
a modified cell with KBr windows and a Bruker IFS28 spectrometer.

EPR Spectroscopy. Experiments were performed on an ESP300E
(Bruker) spectrometer operating at X-band (9.3-9.8 GHz) and
equipped with a rectangular TE102 resonator. Variable temperature
measurements were performed with the help of an ESR900 (Oxford
Instruments) continuous flow He cryostat. Because of the short
lifetime of the samples and the difficulties in generating the various
ionic species, it was not possible in most cases to insert a
thermocouple close to the solution area. Therefore, temperature is
given by the thermocouple of the temperature controller. This is
expected to deviate from actual sample temperature above ca. 50
K depending on He gas flow rate. However, overall trends are not
affected by such uncertainty. Electrolysis was performed within
homemade two-electrode cells. Special cells were designed for
potassium mirror reductions. These allowed working under second-
ary vacuum within a two-finger cell ending with an EPR sample
tube on one side and with an UV-vis cell on the opposite side.

Computational Details. DFT calculations were performed with
the Amsterdam Density Functional package (ADF 2007.01 and
ADF 2009.01)54 on slightly simplified models of [3a]n+ (n ) 0-4),
namely, [3a-H]n+, in which the phenyl groups of the phosphine
ligands were replaced by hydrogen atoms (dppe f dpe, diphos-
phinoethane). The singlet and triplet states were considered for the
neutral and tetracationic systems. In order to estimate the magnetic
coupling in the latter, a broken symmetry calculation was performed
leading to a mixed spin state representing the antiferromagnetic
singlet state. The geometries were fully optimized without any
constraint (C1 symmetry). The Cartesian coordinates and bonding
energies of each structure are given in Table S3 in Supporting
Information. Because of the size of the molecules and thus of
computational limits, vibrational frequencies were not calculated,
but geometry optimization convergence criteria were more drastic
than default ones (energy change <0.0005 hartree, atomic position
displacement <0.005 Å). Electron correlation was treated within
the local density approximation (LDA) in the Vosko-Wilk-Nusair
parametrization.55 The nonlocal corrections of Becke and Perdew
were added to the exchange and correlation energies, respectively
(BP86).56 The analytical gradient method implemented by Verluis
and Ziegler was used.57 The standard ADF TZP basis set was used,
i.e., triple-� STO basis set for the valence core augmented with a
3d polarization function for C, P. Orbitals up to 1s, 2p, and 4p
were kept frozen for C, P, and Ru, respectively. The magnetic
coupling constants of [3a-H]0/4+ were calculated following the
procedure of Ruiz and co-workers.34 They have shown that the
B3LYP functional58 is one of the best suited functional to estimate
J values when spin projection cannot be handled. The resulting
formula to calculate the magnetic coupling is Jab ) EBS - 3EHS

(Ĥspin ) -JabŜaŜb).
59 The excitation energies and associated

oscillator strengths were calculated following the TD-DFT proce-
dure described by van Gisbergen and co-wokers on the BP86
optimized structures.60 In that case, the functional used was
revPBE.61 Representations of the molecular structures, orbitals, and
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spin densities were done using MOLEKEL4.362 and ADF-GUI.63

The structure with “W”-shaped chains of [3a-H]2+ was obtained
by the geometry optimization of an idealized structure obtained
from the coupling of two structures [4a-H]+.9c The starting torsion
angle between the two chains was of 0°. In the optimized geometry,
this angle ends up being -61°. In the case of the monoreduced
and mono-oxidized species [3a-H]+/3+, several starting structural
arrangements and guess densities were tested in order to evaluate
the capacity of localization of the unpaired electron. In each system
considered, an asymmetrical guess density was chosen in order to
allow the localization of the unpaired electron on one of the halves
of the molecule. The geometrical arrangements investigated starting
from the “W”-shaped chains optimized for [3a-H]2+ were of three
types: (1) modification of the torsion angle between the two “W”
chains (by steps of 30°), (2) rotations of the Ru(dpe)2 units, and
(3) rotations along the C5′-C4′ and C4′-C3′ bonds of one of the
chains (by steps of 30°). In many cases, the geometry optimization
procedures lead to equivalent structures, thus only a few distinct
geometries were found and reported herein. These distinct geom-
etries obtained for [3a-H]+/3+ were used as starting geometries for
[3a-H]2+, but only two were found different than the structure with
“W”-shaped chains originally obtained.

trans-[Cl(dppe)2RudCdCdC(CH3)Ph](OTf) ([2a](OTf)). In
a Schlenk tube containing [(dppe)2RuCl](OTf) (400 mg, 0.37 mmol)
and Ph(CH3)C(OH)-CtCH (118 mg, 0.80 mmol) was added
CH2Cl2 (40 mL). The solution was stirred for 18 h at room
temperature. After filtration, the solution was evaporated, and the
residue was washed with diethyl ether (3 × 25 mL). Further
crystallization in a dichloromethane/pentane mixture led to dark
crystals (417 mg, 86%). 31P{1H} NMR (121 MHz, CDCl3, TMS):
δ 41.04 (s, PPh2). 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3, TMS): δ 7.80-6.90
(m, 45H, Ph), 2.80-3.3 (m, 8 H, CH2), 1.63 (s, 3H, CH3). 13C{1H}
NMR (75 MHz, CD2Cl2, TMS): δ 310.10 (quint., CR, 2J(P,C) )
14 Hz), 209.62 (s, C	), 162.90 (s, Cγ), 142.48-127.83 (Ph), 125.36
(quad., CF3, 1J(F,C) ) 321 Hz), 31.54 (CH3), 28.67 (CH2, |1J(P,C)

+ 3J(P,C)| ) 23 Hz). IR (KBr): νmax/cm-1 1933 (dCdCdC). HR-
MS FAB+ (m/z): 1061.2065 ([M]+, calcd 1061.2079). Analysis for
C63H56F3ClO3P4SRu: C 62.13, H 4.70, S 2.46 (Calcd: C 62.50, H
4.66, S 2.65).

trans-[Cl(dppe2)RudCdCdC(Ph)-CHdC(CH3)-CtC-
Ru(dppe2)-CtC-C(CH3)dCH-C(Ph)dCdCdRu(dppe2)Cl][2TfO]2

([3a](OTf)2). In a Schlenk tube, a solution of [2a](OTf) (242 mg,
0.2 mmol) in CH2Cl2 (30 mL) was added to a solution of 1a (114
mg, 0.1 mmol) in CH2Cl2 (30 mL). The addition was carried out
slowly (51 h) using a dropping funnel. The mixture was further
stirred for 4 days at room temperature. After filtration, the solution
was evaporated, and the residue was washed with diethylether (2

× 20 mL) and then dried under vacuum. Further crystallizations
in a methylene chloride/pentane mixture led to blue crystals (177
mg, 52%). The following labeling is used for NMR peak attribu-
tions: [Rua]dC1dC2dC3(Ph)-C4HdC5(CH3)-C6tC7-[Rub]-
CtC-C(CH3)dCH-C(Ph)dCdCd[Rua]. 31P{1H} NMR (121
MHz, CD2Cl2): δ 51.63 (s, PPh2 dppe), 44.90 (s, PPh2 dppe). 1H
NMR (300 MHz, CD2Cl2): δ 7.64-6.99 (m, 126H, Ph), 6.82 (d,
4H, 3J(H,H) ) 7.4 Hz, CH phenyl chain), 5.76 (s, 2H, CdCH-C),
2.90 (m, 8 H, CH2), 2.67 (m, 16 H, CH2), 0.89 (s, 6H, CH3).
13C{1H} NMR (75 MHz, CD2Cl2): δ 260.60 (quint., RuadC1, 2J(P,C)

) 14 Hz), 193.02 (quint., Rub-C7, 2J(P,C) ) 14 Hz), 182.80 (s,
RuadCdC2), 156.36 (s, Rub-CtC6), 149.01 (s, Rub-CtC-C5),
146.63 (s, RuadCdCdC3), 136.97 (s, Rua dCdCdC-C4H),
145.58-127.77 (Ph), 31.31 (quint., CH2 dppe Rub, |1J(P,C) + 3J(P,C)|
) 23 Hz), 28.82 (quint., CH2 dppe Rua, | 1J(P,C) +3J(P,C)| ) 23 Hz),
24.07 (s, CH3). IR (KBr): νmax/cm-1 1987 (CtC, weak), 1884
(dCdCdC, strong). HR-MS FAB+ (m/z): 1559.3056 ([M]+2, calcd
1559.3018). Analysis for C186H162Cl 2P12Ru3F6O6S2: C 64.97, H
4.69 (Calcd: C 65.38, H 4.78).

trans-[Cl(dppe2)RudCdCdC(Ph)-CHdC(CH3)-CtC-
Ru(dppm2)-CtC-C(CH3)dCH-C(Ph)dCdCdRu(dppe2)Cl]-
[2TfO]2 ([3b](OTf)2). In a Schlenk tube, a solution of [2a](OTf)
(242 mg, 0.2 mmol) in CH2Cl2 (30 mL) was added to a solution of
1b (111 mg, 0.1 mmol) in CH2Cl2 (30 mL). The addition was
carried out slowly (51 h) using a dropping funnel. The mixture
was further stirred for 12 days at room temperature. After filtration,
the solution was evaporated, and the residue was washed with
diethylether (2 × 20 mL) and then dried under vacuum. Further
crystallizations in a methylene chloride/pentane mixture led to blue
crystals (193 mg, 57%). The following labeling is used for NMR
peak attributions: [Rua]dC1dC2dC3(Ph)-C4HdC5(CH3)-C6t
C7-[Ruc]-CtC-C(CH3)dCH-C(Ph)dCdCd[Rua]. 31P{1H} NMR
(121 MHz, CD2Cl2): δ -6.27 (s, PPh2 dppm), 43.30 (s, PPh2 dppe).
1H NMR (300 MHz, CD2Cl2): δ 7.60-6.77 (m, 126H, Ph), 6.52
(d, 4H, 3J(H,H) ) 7.2 Hz, CH phenyl chain), 5.51 (s, 2H, CdCH-C),
5.04 (m, 4 H, CH2 dppm), 2.92 (m, 8 H, CH2 dppe), 2.64 (m, 8 H,
CH2 dppe), 0.52 (s, 6H, CH3). 13C{1H} NMR (75 MHz, CD2Cl2):
δ 255.09 (quint., RuadC1, 2J(P,C) ) 13 Hz), 195.26 (quint., Ruc-C7,
2J(P,C) ) 14 Hz), 176.47 (s, RuadCdC2), 155.18 (s, Ruc-CtC6),
151.57 (s, Ruc-CtC-C5), 147.27 (s, RuadCdCdC3), 136.37 (s,
Rua dCdCdC-C4H), 146.07-127.44 (Ph), 50.51 (quint., CH2

dppm, |1J(P,C) + 3J(P,C)| ) 25 Hz), 28.11 (quint., CH2 dppe, |1J(P,C)

+3J(P,C)| ) 22 Hz), 23.07 (s, CH3). IR (KBr): νmax/cm-1 1994 (CtC,
weak), 1890 (dCdCdC, strong). HR-MS FAB+ (m/z): 1545.7922
([M]+2, calcd 1545.7898). Analysis for C184H158Cl 2P12Ru3F6O6S2:
C 64.99, H 4.81, S 1.93 (Calcd: C 65.21, H 4.70, S 1.89).
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